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Abstract—NAND ﬂash-based SSDs have become attractive
alternatives to hard disk drivers due to their high random read
performances and low power consumptions. However, the poor
random write performances highly limit their popularization
in commercial applications.
In this paper, we propose a novel mapping scheme called
hybrid mapping unsorted block images (hUBI). hUBI aims for
(1) optimized random write performances, (2) low write latencies, and (3) low space consumptions. It optimizes traditional
hybrid mapping schemes to achieve (1). In hUBI, the merge
operation involves only a single block. So, (2) is guaranteed. To
avoid introducing a high space cost maintaining the metadata,
hUBI puts its metadata into out-of-band (OOB) areas of SSD
pages, which obtains (3). Our experimental results show that
hUBI provides a considerable random write performance and
holds low write latencies at the same time.

a block erase and several page copy operations. BlockMapping schemes imply simple implementations and low
space costs for their metadata. However, due to their high
write latencies, block-mapping schemes have poor random
write performances. To improve the write performance,
page-mapping schemes [4] maintain ﬁne-grained mappings
between logical pages and physical pages. In page-mapping
schemes, page writes are performed on free pages. Compared to block-mapping schemes, page-mapping schemes
need fewer erase operations and thus get higher random
write performances. However, page-mapping schemes consume a lot of spaces to store their metadata. Hybrid mapping
schemes [5] [6] [7] combine the advantages of blockmapping schemes and page-mapping schemes. They group
blocks into data area and log area. Pages in the log area
are addressed like page-mapping schemes. Page writes are
performed on free pages in the log area. When the log
area has no free pages, a merge operation [10] is triggered
to erase log area blocks and stores valid pages in data
area blocks. By this means, hybrid mapping schemes get
considerable random write performances and hold spaceefﬁciency at the same time. However, in traditional hybrid
mapping schemes, complex merge operations may cause
high write latencies, which could be catastrophic in timesensitive applications.
In this paper, we present a novel hybrid mapping scheme
called hybrid mapping unsorted block images (hUBI). hUBI
contributes in several aspects:

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last decade the CPU speed has increased dramatically while the access time of traditional disks has only
improved slowly [1]. The bottleneck seems more apparent
when parallel workloads introduced by rapid developing IT
applications increase. As the traditional hard disks using
spinning disks and movable read/write heads can not meet
applications’ requirements, people seek for new storage
medium that can solve this problem. At the end of last century, solid-state disks (SSD) were introduced into the storage
industry, and nowadays become increasingly alternatives for
traditional hard disks [2].
SSDs have the properties of low power consumptions and
high access speeds. Now, most SSDs are based on NAND
ﬂash chips. Along with the attractive properties of low costs
and high densities, the NAND ﬂash chip has a problem
that blocks should be erased before being written and erase
operations are quite slow. In consideration of wear leveling
and read/write latencies, dynamic mappings are used in most
SSD drivers.
Mapping schemes can be divided into three dimensions:
block-mapping, page-mapping and hybrid mapping. BlockMapping schemes [3] maintain mappings between logical
blocks and physical blocks. Each page update will cause
978-0-7695-4600-1/11 $26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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hUBI uses a optimized hybrid mapping algorithm giving high random write performances.
The merge operation in hUBI involves only one block,
which leads to a guaranteed low write latency.
hUBI maintains its metadata in the out-of-band (OOB)
areas, which reduces the space consumption and the
number of I/O operations.

Experimental results show that hUBI provides an considerable random write performance and a low timeout rate
under mixed read and write workload.
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The following parts of this paper are organized as follow:
Section 2 introduces other related works. Section 3 describes the design of hUBI in details. Section 4 shows our
analysis and experiments of hUBI. And ﬁnally Section 5
gives the conclusion.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Unsorted Block Images (UBI) [11] is a mapping scheme
used in the Linux kernel. It has a layered architecture and
most other schemes adopt its design. UBI is a block-mapping
scheme. As discussed above, each page update in UBI brings
a block erase and several page copy operations. Block erase
and page copy are both time consuming operations. So page
updates in UBI have a high time cost.
There have been researches on hybrid mapping schemes.
Kim [5] presented a log block scheme in which each log
block (i.e., a block in log area) is dedicated to one data
block (i.e., a block in data area). This may cause low space
utilization of log blocks. e.g., there is an update to one data
block. Although the log area still has lots of free rooms, if
the log block it owns is fully occupied, a merge operation
will still be necessary. To fully utilize the log area space,
Lee [7] proposed a mapping scheme called fully associative
sector translation (FAST). In FAST, a page in log block can
be mapped to any data blocks. FAST merges fewer times
than [5], but it brings complex merge logic. A merge in [5]
only involves two blocks. While at the worst case, a merge in
FAST can involve as many as n + 1 blocks (n is the number
of pages in a log block). Park [8] introduced a compromising
solution that maps K log blocks to N data blocks. He ran
a lot of workloads trying to ﬁnd proper values for K and
N . Liu [9] tried to apply hybrid associations between log
blocks and data blocks. For one hot data block (i.e., the block
that accessed frequently), a exclusive log block is assigned,
while other cold data blocks use fully associations described
in FAST. However, the merge problem remains.
Partition based UBI (pUBI) is an improved hybrid mapping scheme. In pUBI, blocks are grouped into partitions.
Each partition is a contiguous region of the address space.
Blocks in a partition are divided into data blocks, log blocks
and m-blocks. Updates to a partition will be performed on
its corresponding log blocks. In one partition, there is only
one active m-block storing its metadata. A merge operation
is called when there are no free pages in the log area.
Compared with UBI, pUBI provides a better random write
performance. However, the merge operation in pUBI may
involve several data and log blocks, therefore it can bring a
number of block erase and page copy operations. In some
circumstance, such a time consuming merge operation may
cause a data update timeout.
hUBI adopts the layered architecture of UBI but designs
a new hybrid mapping mechanism. To solve the timeout
problem in pUBI, hUBI focuses on optimizing merge operations. Experimental results show that hUBI solves this
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Huawei SSD Page Layout

problem effectively and provides a comparable random write
performance with pUBI.
III. D ESIGN OF H UBI
The major objective of hUBI is lowering the write latencies and space consumptions of hybrid mapping schemes.
Our work is based on the NAND ﬂash-based SSDs produced
by Huawei Inc. and can be applied to other SSDs. Overview
architecture of hUBI is shown in Figure1.
The raw memory technology device (MTD) driver provides a physical erasable block (PEB) view without wear
leveling. The hUBI driver implements a hybrid mapping
algorithm and provides a logical erasable block (LEB) view.
Finally, to use SSDs as normal block devices, the MTD
block driver emulates a sector view for upper applications.
A. Metadata Layout
1) Disk Layout: hUBI divides pages in each block into
log area and data area. The page-mapping info for log area
pages is stored on disk to record the relationships between
logical pages and physical pages. Since the page-mapping
info changes along with page updates, by storing the pagemapping along with the page data, only one I/O operation
is needed when writing both the page data and the pagemapping info. Figure2 shows the page layout of Huawei
MLC SSDs. The out-of-band (OOB) area is used for error
control and the ﬁrst two bytes of OOB are used as a badblock
ﬂag. Only 2 bits of the ﬂag are actually used, therefore we
can use the second byte to hold the page-mapping info, as
shown in Figure3.
Two main advantages are gained by the above design: (1)
The number of I/O operations is reduced, as the page data
and the page-mapping can be written to disks in one I/O
operation. (2) By using the OOB areas to store the metadata,
hUBI does not consume extra storage spaces.
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2) Memory Layout: There are two alternatives to maintain the in-memory page-mapping table (PMT). One of them
stores the physical page number (PPN) for each page in the
log area. For a read/write access, if the required page is
in the log area, the PPN can be gotten by searching the
PMT. Otherwise, if the required page is in the data area, as
data area pages are stored in the order of logical addresses,
the PPN is equal to the logical page number (LPN). By
using this solution, fewer memory spaces are consumed to
maintain the metadata. However, a read operation may cause
as many as n comparisons to get the corresponding PPN
(n is the total number of log pages in one block). The
other method maintains the page-mapping info for both log
and data area pages, which is similar to the page-mapping
scheme. By this way, read operations avoid PMT searching.
But, more spaces will be occupied and things get even worse
when the size of storage grows larger.
To balance between memory consumptions and performances, we come up with a compromising method. hUBI
optimizes the ﬁrst design by adding a bitmap. One bit in the
bitmap corresponds to a unique logical page and indicates
whether it is in the log area or not. When accessing a page,
the corresponding bit in the bitmap is ﬁrst tested. Since bit
test is a fast operation, we pay little performance penalty to
save a lot of memory space.
An overview of metadata layout for hUBI is shown in
Figure4. hUBI extends the eraseblock mapping table (EMT)
used by UBI to support hybrid mapping. Each entry of EMT
stores the metadata for a logical block. It contains four parts:
the block-mapping info, a pointer, an index and a bitmap.
The pointer points to the PMT. The index records the next
free log area page in PMT. The bitmap indicates whether a
page is in the log area. e.g., in Figure4, LEB 1 is mapped to
PEB 10. In PEB 10, an update operation is performed after
a merge operation. The LPN of the written page is 2.
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to represent a logical address. In the following parts, we
use this form of logical address to demonstrate the read and
write algorithms.
Algorithm 1 shows the read algorithm of hUBI. To read
a page, the algorithm ﬁrst locates the page-mapping table
for a given LEB. Then the corresponding bit in the bitmap
is tested to check whether the required page is in the log
area. For a read request to log area pages, the algorithm
will search the page-mapping table sequentially to ﬁnd the
corresponding PPN. Otherwise, the required page is in the
data area, the PPN is equal to the LPN.
Algorithm 1: hUBI Read Algorithm
Input: leb, lpn
begin
emt_entry = get_entry_from_emt(leb);
peb = emt_entry.peb;
pmt = emt_entry.pmt;
bitmap = emt_entry.bitmap;
if is_in_log_area(lpn, bitmap) == true then
ppn = get_ppn_from_pmt(lpn, pmt);
else ppn = lpn;
read_page(peb, ppn);
end

B. Read and Write Algorithms

Algorithm 2 shows the write algorithm of hUBI. The
algorithm ﬁrst writes the data and the page-mapping info to
a free log area page. Then a new entry is added to the PMT
and the corresponding bit in the bitmap is also set. When
there are no free pages in the log area, a merge operation is
called to clean the log area.
Algoritm 3 describes the merge logic. When there are no
free log pages in the log area of current PEB P (LEB L), a
new PEB P  is allocated from the free PEB list. Then valid

In this section, we describe the read and write algorithms
of hUBI in details.
The key logic of the read algorithm is the address translation. In hUBI, a logical address can be divided into three
parts: a LEB (logical erasable block) number, a LPN (logical
page number) in the LEB and an offset in the page. Usually,
read requests are aligned by pages, thus we can assume the
offset in the page to be zero and use a tuple <LEB, LPN>
1017

IV. A NALYSIS AND E XPERIMENTS

Algorithm 2: hUBI Write Algorithm
Input: leb, lpn, data
begin
emt_entry = get_entry_from_emt(leb);
peb = emt_entry.peb;
pmt = emt_entry.pmt;
bitmap = emt_entry.bitmap;
ppn = get_next_free_log_page(pmt);
set_oob_mapping(oob, lpn);
write_physical_page_with_oob(peb, ppn, oob,
data);
set_bitmap(lpn, bitmap);
set_pmt(lpn, pmt);
if no free log pages then
merge(leb);
end
end

A. Analysis
By using bitmap, read algorithms of hUBI bring tiny extra
time cost. So the analysis below is focused on the write
algorithm.
Two performance metrics are concerned in evaluating the
write performance of SSDs.
Mean Time To Page Write(MTTPW) shows the average
time cost to write back a page. From this metric, the average
latency of write operations can be derived.
Mean Time To Merge(MTTM) shows the time cost of
one merge operation. Since write requests are blocked when
merging, the worst case of write latency can be derived from
this metric.
Assume the time cost of reading a page as tr , the time
cost to write a page as tw , the time cost to erase a block as
te and the time cost to deliver a page from upper application
to SSD storage as tx . For a single block, d stands for the
number of pages in the data area and l stands for the number
of pages in the log area. Since in hUBI, every l continuous
write requests will trigger a merge operation, and a merge
operation needs a block copy and an block erase operations,
we have:

pages are copied from P to P  . After that, P will be put
on the erase list waiting to be erased by a garbage collector.
Finally, the EMT will be updated to map L to P  . e.g., in
Figure4, according to algorithm 2, the second data update
to PEB 3 will trigger a merge operation, then a new PEB
K will be allocated and valid pages will be copied to PEB
K. Then entry 0 in EMT will be updated to map LEB 0 to
PEB K.

M T T Mh = d(tr + tw + 2tx ) + te

(1)

M T T Mh
+ tw + tx
M T T P Wh =
l

(2)

We compare hUBI with two UBI-based mapping schemes,
UBI and pUBI.
UBI is a typical block-mapping scheme. A page update
in UBI will cause a merge operation, which then needs
a block read, a block write and a block erase operations.
Assume there are k pages in a block, then the M T T P W
and M T T M of UBI are:

Algorithm 3: hUBI Merge Algorithm
Input: leb
begin
emt_entry = get_emt_from_emt(leb);
peb = emt_entry.peb;
peb = alloc_free_peb();
bitmap = emt_entry.bitmap;
pmt = emt_entry.pmt;
foreach ppn in pmt do
copy_page(peb , peb, ppn);
end
foreach ppn in Data area do
if is_in_log_area(ppn, bitmap) == f alse then
copy_page(peb , peb, ppn);
end
end
emt_entry.peb = peb ;
add_to_erase_queue(peb);
end

M T T Mu = k(tr + tw + 2tx ) + te

(3)

M T T P W u = M T T Mu + t w + t x

(4)

pUBI is a hybrid mapping version of UBI. In pUBI, blocks
are grouped into partitions. Blocks in a partition are divided
into data blocks, log blocks and m-blocks. Write requests
of a partition go to its log blocks and data blocks store the
merged data. Each partition stores its mapping info in a mblock. To analyze the performance of pUsBI, we introduce
two metrics.
Locality ratio α: Suppose that there are D data blocks, L
log blocks in a partition and k pages in a block. As pUBI
uses FAST [7] on its log blocks, every L × k write requests
cause a merge operation. We deﬁne α as the average ratio of
different LEBs covered by L × k continuous write requests
to all data blocks in a partition.
Sequential ratio β: When merging, if a log block covers
exactly one LEB, pUBI will turn this log block into a data
block. We deﬁne β as the average ratio of log blocks that can
be turned into data blocks to all data blocks in a partition.
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We know that every L × k write requests cause a merge
operation. For these requests, there are D×α different LEBs
covered, and D × β LEBs can be turned into data blocks
directly. Therefore, in a merge operation, D × k × (α − β)
pages are copied and D × (α − β) + L blocks are erased.
In addition, as every partition in pUBI stores its mapping
info in a m-block page and mappings are changed during
merging, each merge operation will cause a page write to
a m-block, which then implies a 1/k erase operation. From
the above analysis, we can get the M T T W and M T T P M
of pUBI:
M T T Mp = D(ktr + ktw + 2ktx + te )(α − β) + Lte + tw
M T T P Wp =

M T T Mp
+ tw + tx
kL

te
+
k

Assume each block contains 128 pages (k=128). For pUBI,
each partition has 16 data blocks (D=16) and 4 log blocks
(L=4). For hUBI, each block contains 100 pages for data
area (d=100) and 26 pages for log area (l=26), two pages
are remained for the block metadata.
Table II
T HEORETICAL W RITE P ERFORMANCE
UBI

M T T P Wp =

d(tw + 2tx + tr ) + te
d

Lte + tw

M T T P Wu =

kL

te
+
k +t +t
w
x

k(tw + 2tx + tr ) + te
k

(5)

SW MTTPW

0.961ms

0.863ms(α = β)

0.965ms

RW MTTPW

123.1ms

4.71ms(α = 1, β = 0)

4.561ms

MTTM

123.1ms

6.65ms-1976.32ms

96.5ms

(6)

As we can see from TableII, under sequential workloads,
all three schemes have similar performances. And as hUBI
merges more times than pUBI, pUBI gets a higher sequential write performance. While under random workload, the
complex merge operation of pUBI effects its performance
and hUBI achieves a little better. Moreover, in the worst
case, pUBI will take nearly 2s to perform a merge operation,
which is unacceptable for some time sensitive applications.
In a word, hUBI provides a considerable write performance
and holds a steady write latency.
B. Experimental results
A overview of our experiment environment is given in
Table III.
Table III
E XPERIMENT E NVIRONMENT
OS

Host
(8)
(9)

CPU

Intel Xenon 5250 × 2

Memory

DDR2 FBD 16GB

HDD

SAS 146GB × 8 RAID 5
SSD

Table I
H UAWEI MLC SSD P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS

Manufacturer

Huawei Inc.

Chip Type

2GB NAND MLC

Block Size

256K

page Size

2K

Iometer

Ver 2006_07_27 (x86_64)

MySQL

Ver 14.7 for Redhat-Linux-GNU (i686)

Time(us)

256KB Block Erase

te

1500

2KB Page Read

tr

50

2KB Page Write

tw

800

2KB Data Transfer

tx

50

64-bit Redhat Linux AS 5 with kernel 2.6.18

(7)

The performance metrics for ssds used in our experiment
are shown in Table I

Operation

hUBI

SW(Sequential Write) RW(Random Write)

To optimize the sequential write performance of mapping
schemes, MTD block driver implements a write-back cache.
The size of the cache is equal to the size of a LEB. For
a write request, if the required LEB is contained in the
buffer, the write operation is performed directly on the
page cache. Otherwise, the cached LEB is discarded, dirty
pages are ﬂushed to the disk and the required LEB is
fetched. To fully utilize this cache, hUBI optimizes its write
algorithm in two ways: (1) When the number of ﬂushed
pages is below the size of a log area, each write request is
performed using the write logic described in Algorithm 2.
(2) When the number of ﬂushed pages is not less than
the size of a log area, the required block will be merged
and valid pages will be directly copied to the data area of
a newly allocated block. From the above analysis, under
sequential write workloads, the M T T P M s of the three
mapping schemes can be changed into:
M T T P Wh =

pUBI

Tools

First, we use iometer [24] to evaluate the read performance of hUBI(see Figure5 and Figure6). We can see that
hUBI performs much better than traditional HDDs. And as
read operations in the three schemes do not trigger time

From Table I and eqs. (1) - (9). we compute the theoretical
write performances for UBI, pUBI and hUBI (Table II).
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Mixed Read and Write Benchmark

Random Read Performance

the average write latency of hUBI. We perform concurrent
select and update queries to the MYSQL database used in
the above benchmark. Figure8 shows the average response
time of select queries. In the experiment, the number of
select queries ten times the number of update quires. As we
can see, the performance of UBI falls sharply when update
quires involve while UBI and pUBI remain a steady response
time.
To evaluate the worst case of write latencies for hUBI, we
observe the distributions of the response time in the above
experiment. Figure9 and TableIV show the detailed statistics
for timeout requests. As we can see, for one hundred thousand select queries, pUBI has about four hundred queries
that take over 20ms. So, the timeout rate of pUBI is about
0.4%. However, in hUBI, the timeout rate is only 0.001%.
This is because the merge operations in hUBI involves only
one block. While in pUBI, a merge operation can involve
several block erase and a number of page copy operations.

consuming write/erase operations. Their read performances
do not show much difference.
Then, we simulated three common scenarios to evaluate
the write performance of hUBI: (1) a single threaded wget
program [25] downloads ﬁles from a library of web indexes,
(2) a modiﬁed multi-threaded wget program downloads ﬁles
from a library of web indexes and (3) a program performs
random updates to a MySQL database. (1) is a sequential
write scenario, while (2) and (3) provide random write
workload. For (1) and (2), the total size of the library is
80G, there are 76 ﬁles with 1G size and a lot of small ﬁles.
For (3), there are 5 million records in the database. The
average length of records is 497 bytes. Results are shown in
Figure7.
From Figure7, we can see that under sequential workloads, the three mapping schemes have similar performances.
This is because a write cache is used in the MTD block
driver and the results are within our expectation. While
in random write scenarios, hUBI and pUBI perform much
better, because hUBI and pUBI merge much less times than
UBI.
Then, we use a mixed read and write workload to evaluate

V. C ONCLUSION
Nowadays, NAND-based SSDs are widely used both in
the commercial area and the personal computing. However,
the poor random write performance of SSDs has proven to
be a serious problem. One way to solve such a problem is
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optimizing the mapping algorithms of SSDs. Many works
have explored this area. In this paper, we introduce a
novel hybrid-mapping scheme for NAND-based SSDs called
hUBI. hUBI contributes in three aspects:
• hUBI uses a optimized hybrid mapping algorithm
achieving high random write performance.
• The merge operation in hUBI is performed on a single
block, which provides a guaranteed low write latency.
• hUBI stores the mapping info in OOB areas of SSD
pages which holds space-efﬁciency.
In a word, for NAND-based SSDs, hUBI improves their
random write performances and provides guaranteed low
write latencies. However, as a hybrid mapping scheme, the
log area of hUBI causes a waste of storage spaces. Our
future work will focus on reducing the space cost of mapping
schemes and providing a better write performance at the
same time.
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